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HE mellow· spring moon mounts the starry blue, 
And dulcet murmurs throng the dreamy air. 
Awhile the hearth's last breath adorns the flue 
And pendent shades are gaily sporting there. 
Soft pillowed in my ample window seat, 
My eyelids drooped in peaceful reveries, 
I watch the shade things dance with fairy feet 
And hark with joy to lulling melodies. 
The serried books upon their towering shelves, 
As though they too would join the merry rout 
Of ghosts and shades and gleeful night time elves, 
Take life and dance and ancient stiffness flout. 
How now? Why stops the elfish revel so? ., 
No.4 
What beams pour through yon velvet draperied door? 
Who is't within this red. infernal glow, 
Dares poise his staff upon my polished ~oor? 
Methinks I've never seen a gnome so bent, 
With beard so long, so thick, so grisly hoar, 
Or garb'd in such &1 ftrange habiliment, 
As he who blinks beneath my curtained door. 
"Ho there, fair sir, what would you have of me?" 
The small eyes blaze, the figure moves apace, 
"I am the Genius of Antiquity," 
It sighs, "the Spirit of our storied race." 
"I hoard the annaled triumphs of its past; 
I keep its kings and sweet tongued orators, 
But first in honor prize the glorious last." 
'Tis voiced like sighs from cryptic corridors. 
Now moves he swiftly 'round my book-lined wall, 
Until his quick eye sights a massy tome; 
Then pausing there he smoothes his naked poll 
And with his staff disseminates the gloom, 
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And speaks in cadenced croakings, ghosts might claim,-
"O child of times degenerate, mark well, 
And for the past feel pride,-the present shame-
Behold what brings me from my primal cell I" 
.And here he strikes the huge tome with his wand. 
What now ?-the walls-my velvet mantled door I 
Why 'tis the Agora in black despond, 
As Macedon begirts Athena's shore I 
And-why, 'tis Aeschines I-a saving smile 
Upon his lips and candor in his eye, 
Replete with matchleBS art; consummate guile, 
Decrying Fear,-soothes Pleasure with a lie. 
What shadow this with threatening hand upraised? 
Nor woos the mob; nor plays the actor's part; 
But queenly Truth, majestically phrased, 
Despatche!!I from her throne,-his honest heart? 
With stem reproachings who begets such shame? 
Before whose words so desperately flees 
The fiend of treachery? A glorious name I 
Who other than the Prince-Demosthenes? 
Swift fades the view, another fills its space,-
The Forum midst its seven guarding towers. 
And here Hortensius rules with conscious grace, 
Deals much in words and smothers with rare flowers. 
Hortensius gone, great Tullius holds forth 
With balanced phrase and well-bedizened art, 
O'erpowers,-as Boreas from the frozen north, 
A honeyed Zephyr,-captivates the heart. 
The vision dulls, the Genius grimly growls, 
"O child of times degenerate behold, 
Whose seeds, besown as words, are reaped as souls I" 
Appear now lustrous forms of saintly mould. 
First comes the great St. Basil, soul aflame 
With love divine, and wields great Reason's flails. 
St. Gregory next, before whose very name 
The heathen quake and specious error pales. 
An organ peal adown the ages rolls. 
And swift, meseems, great wonder strikes me numb. 
'Tis he I-short, thin, with eyes like glowing coals, 
'Tis he !-the Golden-Mouthed, John Chrysostom I 
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Oh I see what antipodal changes sweep that throng, 
As like the Master Mind of Lutany, 
He charms with words, entrances with his song 
And wraps melt's souls in perfect harmony. 
Again the splendor fades, again shines fair 
And forth with kingly grace Lord Chatham bows. 
Then agile-witted Fox succeeds him there, 
To be replaced by Pitt's Ulyssean vows. 
Comes now one void of Chatham'& regal power, 
Disdaining fraud, ignoring empty quirk; 
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Well balanced thought and moral strength, his dower,-
The Paladin of Truth and Justice-Burke I 
New sights unfold,-the hallowed Senate hall, 
And loom midst sturdy giants of sturdy days 
The stern Calhoun, unshak'n though nations fall, 
Then Clay, whose voice approaching strife delays, 
With mellowing note adjusts a stormy scene. 
And he in figure, thought and word sedate,, 
Whose rolling ,bell-like tones command serene, 
Whose ponderous strength restores the tottering state, 
O'ertowers the mightiest of his mighty peers, 
Relimns in richest hue the golden paist, 
And safely founds the Hope of future years, 
'Tis W~bster-first and yet of all the last. 
"My task is done and now no more, no more." 
The deep sepulchral tones transfix my breast. 
"What, canst thou show no future orator, 
Of men, moat eloquent and wise confessed?" 
"Not mine the feats of future days to show, 
But from past art may come a beam to you 
Whose glow the men of time to come may know. 
My time is run. Good child, adieu, adieu!" 
He glides beneath my velvet mantled door, 
And from each darksome crack and secret cove 
The sprite horde steals to gambol on my floor. 
But lo; swift Fancy lames, no more to rove. 
JOSEPH WELPLY, '11. 
atnntpulsnry kbttrutinn tu ~ubnr ltsputts. 
(Awarded first place in the a·nnual public debate of the Philopedian Society on the qucs· 
lion, "Resolved: That in labor di1putea involving public utilitiea, arbitration, 
appropriately Federal, State and local, should be made compul1ory 
in the United .States.) 
• 
EFORE entering upon the merits of the question 
under discussion, there are two points upon which 
the Affirmative wishes to center attention :-First, 
we propose that it shall be compulsory in all cases 
to submit labor disputes upon public utilities to 
an Arbitration Court, but that the award shall be compulsory 
only when the court decides that a strike or lockout might 
seriously interfere with the greater public good. In other words, 
if the court decides that a labor dispute involving a public utility 
is not a menace to the public welfare, then the right of either 
disputant to use the means in question to enforce its demands 
shall not be abrogated. With this clause, most of the. objections 
to the proposed system, notably that it limits any due liberty 
of the contending parties, are dissolved. 
With this state of the question, too, you may see the stand 
of our worthy opponents. Although we realize that the burden 
of proof rests upon us, from the very fact of their unrestrided 
opposition, as denoted by the Chairman, they must contend, that 
in spite of manifest abuses, the unlimited right to conduct a labor 
dispute upon a public utility and the consequent right to harass 
the American public, must not be curtailed. 
We hold further, that the proposed system shall not sup-
plant the existing methods invoked in labor disputes, but on the 
contrary, supplement them. It shall sµcceed where they have 
failed, for it has in it that element of finality so obviously neces-
sary in adjusting such disputes upon public utilities. 
The position of the Affirmative may be thus briefly outlined: 
We do not oppose the right to strike or lockout as a principle. 
Consequently we do not contend that compulsory arbitration 
should include the whole field of industry or even disputes upon 
public utilities of minor importance, but we do contend that 
when the exercise of this right interfer~s seriously with public 
order and convenience, it ceases to be a right and becomes a 
wrong; we do contend that when these industrial wars "go far 
afield" and involve a nation, a state, or a city, involve thousands 
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of workers and their dependents, thousands and perhaps millions 
of dollars in capital, the parties to the dispute should not be left 
to hostile and wasteful methods of enforcing their demands, 
methods which depend solely upon the relative strength of the 
disputants and which always leave the rankling and bitterness 
that a victory of sheer might must necessarily leave; we con-
tend that they should submit their differences to, and abide by 
the decision of, an Arbitration Court named by the state, if the 
parties themselves are either unwilling or unable to name it. 
We do not state that compulsory arbitration is ideally perfect in · 
its operation, but we do state that much of the opposition to it 
is not based upon a larger view of the problem it proposes to 
settle, and we hope to prove satisfactorily that compulsory ar-
bitration in public utilities, upon the conditions we have named, 
is necessary, practical and just. 
The more balanced the industrial situation becomes, the 
stronger, more efficient and more extensive the organization of 
the two great contending forces, the more intense and bitter are 
the economic wars that infest our industrial system. 
Thirty-six thousand seven hundred and seven strikes oc-
curred in the United States during the period from 1880 to 1905, 
according to the twenty-first annual report of the Commissioner 
of Labor. During the first year of this period the number was 
four hundred and seventy-one; twelve years later the annual 
number had totalled one thousand three hundred and five, and 
thirteen years later, two thousand and seventy-one. The wage 
loss, alone, during this period reached the enormous figure of 
three hundred and six million dollars. 
Now, it would seem at first sight that we have fallen into 
the error of adducing these figures, gleaned from the entire field 
of industry, to support our proposition, which deals with but one 
phase of industry,-public utilities. We realize, however, that 
they have a value for our purpose only in proportion to the rela-
tion borne by strikes upon public utilities, to strikes in general 
industry. Let us examine this relation. According to the enor-
mous figure quoted before, the wage loss alone throughout the 
entire field of industry averaged some twelve million dollars a 
year for a stated period. In the threatened railway strike of a 
few months ago, admittedly prevented only by a graver national 
crisis, the wage loss alone would have totalled twelve million 
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dollars in eight days. And this to those who are opposing com-
pulsory arbitration. 
We know, that, in general, the most disastrous labor dis-
putes are those involving public utilities. We know that the 
Pullman strike of some twenty years ago, when the greatest city 
of the West was turned into an armed camp, its public buildings 
into public hospitals, when its skies were lighted by blazing 
coaches surrounded by raging mobs, and the presence not only 
of the militia but even of the Federal troops was deemed neces-
sary, is one of the greatest stains on the nation's industrial 
history. . 
Setting the pace for the Pullman strike, there was the great 
railway strike of 1875-a failure for the workingmen-involving 
a hundred thousand men and seven thousand miles of road, 
breeding riots, incendiary destruction of shops and rolling stock, 
costing many lives and a loss in wages, dividends, and interrup-
tion to business estimated at one hundred million dollars. In 
grim line of succession there arise in the vista of our industrial 
history the street-car strikes of Cleveland, St. Louis, Philadel-
phia, New York, and even in our own city, whose citizens for a 
week had keenly brought home to them the inconvenience and 
losses arising from strikes upon public utilities. And so this 
series of economic wars upon the American public has continued 
with increasing regularity, until it reached its climax in a nar-
rowly-averted disaster that threatened our national existence 
some nine months ago, that has been pending ominously ever 
since, and that has only now been prevented by the unqualified 
submission necessary for industrial efficiency in tbe midst of the 
war we are facing. 
It is a strange and lamentable fact-strange and lamentable 
indeed-that this pristine savagery when men place communal 
gain before public interest and private privilege before public 
right should affect most seriously those whose rights are incom-
parably greater than the rights of either of the contending par-
ties,-the great American public. Who shall say that we must 
carry pitiless starvation to a nation of millions,-to ·a city of 
thousands,-because an organization of men demand to sit as 
judge in their own case. And here in America ! 
But not only are labor disputes upon public utilities an in-
tolerable evil to the great body of people they so vitally affect, 
but to capital and labor as well. Because capital in the United 
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States is so securely entrenched, its losses are generally wit-
nessed with little emotion. But a sense of justice tells us that 
millions of dollars . should not be arbitrarily extorted from any 
body of men without due process of law. For even where the 
cause of the dispute is a just one, such methods make justice 
dependent upon the uncertain and resented action of arbitrary 
force. 
Labor bears no less a share of the burdens, financial and 
often sanguinary, that organized and determined resistance en-
tails. Add to this the odium of lawlessness often imputed to it 
by the violence of an irresponsible mob, and the fact forces itself 
upon us that slowly but surely public opinion is shifting into an 
attitude of opposition and distrust. Let labor submit its griev-
ances upon public utilities to arbitration before all the machinery 
of government is against it; for can we forget that on the eve of 
the greatest economic crisis in the nation's history it was pro-
posed in the halls of Congress to make organization a crime be-
fore the law? Let labor profit by the example of those public 
corporations whose almost every act is now subject to govern-
ment control, because they persistently outraged an indignant 
public. · 
If then, the labor dispute upon a public utility bears such 
dire consequence to the public, to capital and to labor, what are 
the present or proposed methods of dealing with it? We find 
upon examination that they may be classed under two heads and 
we find further that the proposed system excludes neither, but 
supplements both by supplying that element of finality so lack-
ing in both. The first is voluntary arbitration and conciliation 
in various forms. As may be inferred from its name it can do no 
more than request the contending parties to arbitrate, a request 
usually met by the answer, "nothing to arbitrate," when either 
party has the strength to give that answer. We read in the 
twenty-first annual report of .the Commissioner of Labor, that, 
of the total number of strikes in the whole field of industry for 
a period of five years, from 1900 to 1905, voluntary arbitration 
succeeded in settling but one and six-tenths per cent. 
Now, as· we have stated before, the disputes in question are 
among the largest and gravest in all industry. From these 
figures, then, we may judge how efficient voluntary arbitration 
has been in disputes upon public utilities. From its very nature, 
its lack of authority renders it impracticable and inefficient as 
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often as either disputant with bold confidence in his strength in-
sists upon an unconditional compliance with his demands, ac-
cepting no settlement that is not surrender. If voluntary ar-
bitration has been complete and effective, as its advocates claim 
for it, how can they explain the industrial paroxysms that have 
convulsed the public utilities of this nation for the past three 
decades? If voluntary arbitration has been complete and effec-
tive, how was it possible to threaten economic war upon the 
American public in a coast-to-coast railroad strike? And why 
did a Congressional Investigating Committee seek means to pre-
vent the repetition of such a menace in the future? 
The second method proposed in such crises is compulsory 
investigation, known in its most familiar form as the Canadian 
Disputes Law. It provides that the parties to the dispute must 
refer their differences to arbitration, but must accept an award 
only at their pleasure. It depends for its efficiency upon the 
lash of public opinion. This method, like all compromises, has 
the double disadvantage of accepting the principle at issue-
here, compulsion-and failing to go far enough with it. Hence 
it has had s_ome success in minor issues, but the public utility 
disputes which it failed to settle were accompanied by all the 
dire consequences of the wide-spread strike, including the great 
Alberta coal strike, one of the very class which the law was 
framed to prevent, the Canadian Pacific railway strike, and sev-
eral others. 
Though it is undeniable that both these methods have had 
some measure of success, the objections to them may be thus 
briefly stated. They are in the field of industry what the Hague 
Tribunal is in the world of politics,-successful enough in petty 
disputes, but powerless when the pent-up hatred of class for 
class evinces itself, when the accumulating forces of decades 
come slowly to opposition. 
It matters not how many statistics are cited to prove how 
successful these measures are in minor issues. If they fail, as 
they have failed~ when the welfare of a nation or a community 
hangs in the balance they can never be tolerated as permanent 
institutions. 
If, then, though this question of industrial disputes upon 
public utilities is so universally grave, the present or proposed 
methods of treating it are inadequate and inefficient, what means 
.. 
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shall be employed to effect a settlement with the greatest pos-
sible justice and consideration for all concerned? 
What is lacking in the methods I have just cited that must 
of its very nature exist in the method that will secure industrial 
peace to public utilities, is that element of final and authoritative 
mediation that represents an advanced appeal for reason and law 
instead of the barbarous resort to sheer force of arms. 
Compulsory arbitration is the answer. Compulsory arbitra-
tion backed by all the majesty, all the mighty sanction of the 
law. Compulsory arbitration, as my colleagues will show in 
further detail, is the only practically effective means of settling 
labor disputes involving public utilities with regard both for the 
paramount rights of the public and the private rights of labor 
and capital. 
"If," says the venerable Pontiff Leo XIII, "by a strike or 
other combination of workmen there should be imminent dan-
ger of disturbance to the public peace, there can be no question 
but that within certain limits it would be right to invoke the aid 
and authority of the law." 
If the Vicar of the Prince of Peace, the greatest friend of 
labor in the last century, uttered these solemn words on behalf 
of industrial peace in general, what would be his opinion of the 
necessity of industrial peace in public utilities, which serve the 
direct and urgent needs of the public. ' 
These words of the eminent Pontiff come like a refreshing 
breeze from that high eminence whereon he sits enthroned be-
tween earth and heaven, and assures us that from the highest 
places as well as the lowest, there arises an insistent cry for a 
reasonable and civilized method of securing industrial peace to 
public utilities. 
JOHN A. REARDON, '18. 
• 
ON'T, Sis! Don't make it any harder. God knows 
it is hard enough. now, to leave you." 
"Frank, you must not, I cannot let you go. 
Father did not mean what he said." 
"There, there, dear little Sis, don't cry. I'll 
come back some day, soon; when I can show myself to be a 
man and worthy to bear the name Fournier." 
Then kissing her lightly on the cheek, he tried to laugh. But 
the attempt was feeble. 
"Look Agnes! look at the stars, so bright and steadfast in 
the heavens over us. They all seem to token success; they 
beckon to me and seem to say, 'Come boy, show them what you 
are, make a name for yourself.' " 
He stopped short. The stillness of the beautiful autumnal 
evening was broken only by the stifled sobs of the girl, seated 
upon a rustic bench beneath the vine-covered arbor. The soft 
beams of the full moon filtered through the thick foliage, its 
mellow light striking the form of the sobbing maiden. The sight 
was more than he could endure. So, silently slipping away, Frank 
Fournier, the son of Judge Fournier of Terns City, Indiana, a 
wealthy automobile owner, left his home and loved ones. 
* * * * * 
The great metropolis of Chicago was all agog over the re-
sult of the great international sweepstake race. Everybody 
wished to know the name of the winner, but no one could volun-
teer the information. 
One of the judges of the event stated that at the last hour 
for the entries of the racing cars an entry application together 
with the fee, was handed to the secretary. The Erfuny car-so 
it was named in the application,-promptly qualified, but when 
it crossed the tape, fifteen yards ahead of the Peugot, the driver 
was masked and would not reveal his name. Moreover, the 
judge stated, contrary to all precedent, the victor ordered the 
prize money to be sent to the factory. 
Next morning the Chicago Tribune appeared bearing the 
following: 
MASKED MARVEL 
CAPTURES INTERNATIONAL SWEEPSTAKES. 
The name of the winner of yesterday's race could 
not be learned. When our representative in Buffalo, in-
THE MASKED MARVEL 
terviewed Mr. Morris, the manager of the Erfuny Com-
pany, he stated that he was not in a position to reveal 
the name of their driver, nor was any other of the em-
ployees. When it was urged that this seemed very 
strange, Mr. Morris volunteered the excuse that the 
President always engaged the driver personally, and 
Mr. Erfuny was now in South America, etc., etc. 
* * * * * 
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That year was an eventful one for the Erfuny Company. 
Prize after prfae, trophy after trophy, was carried off by the 
masked marvel. On all the tracks and at all the race courses he· 
had proved himself a favorite in every sense of the term. Sev-
eral times during crucial races when a competing car crashed 
through the railing, the masked marvel was seen to stop imme-
diately and, with the aid of his mechanician, help his unfortunate 
rival to the pits, even at the risk of losing the race. Still with all 
these victories, and with such fame and honor, never was the 
name of the marvel found out. 
* * * * * 
"Father!" suddenly interrupted the sweet voice of a young 
maiden, and then a head of bushy golden hair issued from behind 
a book. 
"Well, Agnes," answered Mr. Fournier. 
"Dad, I've just been thinking,"-she hesitated. 
"Well it certainly is a shame you had to think. I'll wager 
it will spoil your complexion," smilingly rejoined the aged man. 
The girl, however, did not heed this bit of humor, but con-
tinued. "It's five years today, daddy, since Frank went away 
from home." 
As the name of Frank issued from the girl's lips, the smile 
that hovered about the old gentleman's mouth faded as if by 
magic and a hard, steel-like expression covered his countenance. 
"Yes, it's five years, and by this time I suppose he is living 
in the slums of some great city." 
"Oh! Father, please don't. You do him an injustice. I 
know that he will return and that you will be proud of him. 
Mother says she just knows that he will come back soon. She 
prays for him every night, and I am certain that the dear Lord 
will hear her prayers." 
"No loafer will enter this house as long as I have anything 
to say, and let that be an end to it. By the bye, do you want to 
go to Indianapolis on Decoration Day, to see the auto races? 
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The Masked Marvel is going to compete in an Erfuny car and," 
he continued, "this may be the last time you will see a Fournier 
car race." 
"Why dad, what is the trouble?" asked the girl in surprise. 
"Well, you see it's this way," he sadly went on. "I am get-
ting well along in years and I am not as well able to look after 
affairs as I formerly was, and there is no one to succeed me; so 
I made a contract with Mr. Erfuny, that, if his car won the race, 
I would sell out to him or combine at his option. Do you think 
you care to go?" he asked shortly. 
"With all my heart, I do." 
* * * * * 
The 30th of May dawned bright and fair. A cool northern 
breeze swept over the city, giving to the tired tourists a crisp 
and snappy feeling. Old Sol shone with all his splendor, casting 
his brilliant golden rays upon the artistically adorned buildings 
and thoroughfares. 
Already the city was astir and alive with anxious and newly 
arrived speedsters. Two more hours and the race would be on. 
Gradually the city emptied its population into the spacious, gaily 
decorated stands at the speedway, as a river empties its waters 
into a lake. 
A distant clock sounds the quarter before ten, and the band 
strikes up a lively air. 
Then out upon the sloping track glides a host of automo-
biles. In the midst of them, two stood out conspicuously. One, 
a long, low, red car with a bullet-like effect bearing the large 
number "5." This was the Fournier car. The other was also 
long and low, but of a grayish white color, which made it prac-
ticably indistinguishable amid a cloud of dust or smoke. As this 
car passed the stands, a great shout of applause issued from a 
thousand throats. The driver could be seen with a white hood 
draped about his goggles. This was the Erfuny car and the 
Masked Marvel. Above the din and rabble of the multitude and 
the spluttering and back-firing of the speedsters, the distant 
clock could be heard booming out the hour of ten. 
Suddenly a red flag was waved from the judge's stand and 
it was not long before the machines were lined up for a flying 
start. 
With the crack of the pistol, twenty sputtering mechanical 
monsters leaped forward gaining speed with every revolution. 
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The great race was on. On and on plunged the fiery bull-dogs, 
leaving a continuous cloud of smoke and dust behind them. 
Hardly had the people time to take a full breath, till the machines 
sped past. This time they were but a speck; entirely indistinct, 
scarcely fifty feet separating the leader from the trailer. 
But now let us turn to the Fourniers. Ensconced in a com-
fortable chair in a reserved box was Mr. Fournier, in company 
with his daughter and Mr. Fredricks, the manager of the Four-
nier Motor Car Company. 
"This looks as if it is going to be pretty interesting," spoke 
Mr. Fredricks, addressing his superior. 
"Barring any accident, it certainly will, for I told Rodens 
that if he didn't win, it meant the sale of the factory and maybe 
his job; so, you can look to see a hard tussle." 
"But dad," interrupted his daughter, "must you sell the fac-
tory if our car loses?" 
"Yes, daughter, I have made up my mind, and I am going to 
abide by my decision," sadly spoke the old man. 
The conversation was cut short by the shrieks of the people 
and the crash of a machine through the guard fence, but this 
was stilled when it was learned that the occupants were un-
injured . 
Lap after lap was covered by the steaming, bellowing, fire-
spitting demons. Finally when the beginning of the last ten 
miles was reached there were but eight of the twenty machines 
left. The victory, however, seemed to lie between the Erfuny, 
Fournier and Peugeot cars. 
The cro;wd was excited. Loud exclamations of joy could be 
heard at each twist and turn that their favorite driver made. 
The three leaders were bunched. Hardly five feet separated the 
fl.ying demons. The Fournier car led. The ninth, eighth, sev-
enth and so on down to the second lap, passed without a change 
in position of the three contestants. When the cars passed the 
judge's stand for the last lap, the crowd became frantic. The 
men as well as the women stood on the seats, wildly shouting 
and waving hats and banners. Streamers bearing the names of 
favorite cars were flung to the breeze. 
As the machines rounded the curve and swept down the 
stretch, the Fournier car was leading by a scanty margin of two 
feet or less. On-on thundered the flying crafts, each struggling 
its utmost. Scarcely twenty yards separated the contestants 
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from their goal. Then with a sudden spurt of reserve energy, 
the Erfuny car, with the Masked Marvel at the wheel, passed 
the Fournier, and slid across the tape, victor by a one-foot lead. 
Wild shrieks of joy and praise rent the air. Hats flew high 
in air, and then a mad rush for the exits ensued. 
* * * * * 
When Mr. Fournier saw the Erfuny glide under the wire a 
winner, he sank back into his seat with scarcely a sigh. Not a 
single word of complaint, however, crossed his lips. His only 
remarks were, "The better car won. It was a pretty race." 
Some hours later, as he and his daughter were about to en-
ter his machine, a voice called to him: "Mr. Fournier!" . The 
old man turned sharply at the sound of the voice, seeming to 
recognize it, but on seeing the Masked Marvel, hesitated. 
"Well I" he demanded. "What is it you want?" 
"Mr. Fournier, I am the representative of Mr. Erfuny; I 
would like to close the pending deal, if you are at leisure. Shall 
we go to your office or the hotel?" he inquired. 
"To my office, if you don't mind," was the short rejoinder. 
The masked man followed the dejected old gentleman into 
the machine and was formally introduced to Miss Agnes Four-
mer. 
When the office was reached, the party entered the building. 
The owner hurried to his safe, opened it, and drew forth the 
prepared contracts. The deeds also had been prepared and now 
only the signatures were necessary. With these formalities com-
pleted and the check in the possession of Mr. Fournier, the trans-
action was at an end. But when the former owner took the 
check and looked it over, his swift eye caught the signature-
Fournier and Son, per Frank Erfuny. 
"What is the meaning of this," he thundered. 
"Why, Father!" and the young man drew the hood from 
about his head, revealing to the father the smiling, handsome 
face of his son, Frank Fournier. "It means, that in the future, 
your prodigal son shall take an active part in the combined busi-
ness, with you as its head." 
"Allow me," he continued, "to introduce to you, Mr. Frank 
Erfuny, the owner of the Erfuny, now part owner of the Erfuny 
& Fournier Motor Car Co., alias Frank Fournier." 
With these words he extended his hand to his father. 
JOSEPH H. GAUSEPOHL, ' 19. 
A aJrtp m4rnug4 Alaska. 
ii HE tourist about to visit Alaska has several routes from which to choose for his trip through the country. Whichever one he takes, however, he will start from Seattle, and it is most likely that he will 
end his journey at the same western metropolis. 
The route, however, that I consider the best for seeing 
Alaska and one that is becoming more and more popular with 
each succeeding season, is the one up the Inside Passage to Ska-
guay, thence along the Southern Coast, the tourist spending as 
much time as possible in these waters. If time permits, a trip 
as far west as Kodiak should be taken. Too much time can not 
be spent in this section: The climate is delightful in the sum-
mer, and the scenery compares favorably with that of Norway 
and Sweden. On the return journey, a side trip should be taken 
on the Copper River Railroad as far as the glaciers. On return-
ing to Skaguay, the journey lies over the White Pass Railroad to 
White Horse; thence down the Yukon River, with stops at Daw-
son, Eagle, Fort Yukon and other points to Tanana; from this 
town, up the Tanana River to Fairbanks, back again to Tanana 
and then down the Yukon River to St. Michael, a town at its 
mouth. Thence the traveler continues across Norton Sound, an 
arm of Bering Sea, to Nome, and thence direct to Seattle via the 
Outside Passage. This trip offers about as comprehensive a 
view of our Northern possession as can be had in any one jour-
ney. The minimum amount of time required would be about 
eight weeks, from Seattle and back again. However, so many 
opportunities for sight-seeing and sport are presented that a 
whole season could be spent on the journey. 
As yet nothing has been said of the inducements that Alaska 
holds out to the tourist or the investor. Space will not permit a 
full enumeration of all the beauties and opportunities that are 
offered to the stranger; however, a short mention of the most 
important will suffice here. 
The journey up the Inside Passage from Seattle to Skaguay, 
partly through American and partly through British waters, is 
considered by many to be one of the finest wa"ter trips in the 
world. You go for a thousand miles through a never-ending 
procession of beautiful green islands that dot the Pacific in this 
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section. The towns and villages passed en-route are both inter-
esting and instructive. In this section are to be found the totems 
that are erected by the natives to commemorate great historical 
events. The fishing industry supplies most of the people with 
an occupation. Lumbering is also carried on on a large scale. 
The trip on the White Pass Railroad across the Famous 
White Pass, used by the gold-seekers in the stampede of '98, is 
a never-to-be-forgotten journey. Here we have nature un-
adorned. The mountains have no mantle of verdure to cover 
their ruggedness. But it is' this very ruggedness that makes 
them so wonderful, and, to the lover of nature, so beautiful. 
Mountains eight or nine thousand feet in height rear their ab-
rupt slopes out of the water and into the sky. 
· Interior Alaska is entirely dependent upon the Yukon River 
for its existence. The food supply for the winter is brought in 
on boats that take out the products of the country. The chief 
sources of profit are, mining, fur raising and trapping, and a lit-
tle farming. This farming, however, is not sufficient to supply 
the local demand. 
The trip down the Yukon River from White Horse is as 
novel as it is delightful. The river will run for hundreds of miles 
through a trackless wilderness with nothing but the trappers' 
cabins to alter the scene. For three hundred miles the Yukon 
River flows through Yukon Territory and enters the America!! 
territory at Forty Mile. A few miles below this point the Yukon 
crosses the Arctic Circle until at Fort Yukon, the northernmost 
point on the river, one is fifteen miles within the Arctic Circle. 
This is a very quaint old place with but a few buildings and a 
motly collection of Indians and Indian dwellings. At this point 
I saw more dogs than I ever expect to see again gathered to-
gether in one place at one time. The natives do not need the 
dogs in summer, so they turn them loose to find an existence as 
best they can. When a boat comes in sight they line the bank 
of the river and set up a great howl, known as the Malamute 
chorus. They are favored in response with the refuse from the 
boat. 
Five hundred miles below Dawson the Tanana River flows 
into the Yukon at what is known as Fort Gibbon, because a 
body of United States soldiers are stationed there. The journey 
on this Tanana River to Fairbanks, the "Golden Heart" of Alas-
ka, is much the same as that on the Yukon. Fairbanks does not 
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differ from a medium-sized country town except, perhaps, in the 
fact that owing to its relative importance in the country, it is 
more cosmopolitan. 
The journey on the lower Yukon River is by far the most 
interesting on the tour. The natives and their mode of habita-
tion are so different from any that we have seen, that they pre-
sent a very amusing and fruitful study. One peculiarity of the 
region immediately attracts our attention. After leeaving Tan-
ana, the Indian gives way to the Esquimaux. As you get fur-
ther down the river and into regions where the winters are more 
severe and prolonged, the houses go lower and lower into the 
ground until, on the shores of Bering Sea, they show but a small 
part above the s1,1rface of the ground. This is to protect the 
dwellings from the cold North winds and to aid in heating. 
A few miles from the mouth of the Yukon River is located 
the town of St. Michael. This is the best point on the whole 
journey to obtain souvenirs. Those usually preferred are ar-
ticles of walrus ivory, in the fashioning of which the natives are 
peculiarly adept. This town is situated about · fifty miles from 
the mouth of the river on a small peninsula. If the weather is 
rough the river boats cannot navigate the open sea and some-
times passengers are held up for as many as five days, when they 
are but a few miles from their destination. 
From St. Michael it is a trip of one hundred and ten miles 
across Norton Sound to Nome. This is about the most famous 
fown in Alaska. Some very extensive gold mining is carried on 
in the vicinity. Nome is the headquarters for the whaling indus-
try that is carried on in the Arctic Ocean. Here one has a splen-
did opportunity of observing the Esquimaux community life, as 
there is quite a large native village on the outskirts of the town. 
By the direct sea route, Nome is twenty-one hundred miles 
from Seattle. However, most of the tourists stop at the south-
ern Alaskan ports. The most varied scenery is to be seen in 
this section of the country. Dutch Harbor, Unalaska, and other 
towns supply excellent hunting and fishing, while the scenery in 
and around the numerous little islands and bays is most delight-
ful. Here, too, the tourist has opportunity to examine at close 
range one of the greatest glacier fields in the world. The Copper 
River and Northwestern Railroad starting at Cordova penetrates 
the very heart of the Copper River glaciers. These mighty 
rivers of ice possess a fascination that will excite interest and 
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hold the tourist in its spell. One can never see too many glaciers 
though all look somewhat the same. The sight of some mighty 
ice stream winding its way down a mountain valley will always 
excite interest and enjoyment. 
At the Copper River is to be seen one of the largest of living 
glaciers, Child's glacier. This huge spectacle of nature is be-
tween three hundred and four hundred feet in height and has a 
frontage of five miles along the river. From time to time huge 
masses of ice, some larger than a house, break off and with a 
great roar, like that of a violent cannonading or thunder, fall 
crashing into the river. 
There are many other sights that Southern Alaska holds out 
as an inducement to the visitor. The fishing industry is always 
interesting. The lumbering is picturesque, and the mining, es-
pecially of copper, is astonishing. 
Alaska is the future home of a race of people numbering 
million's. They will be the descendants of us Americans. They 
will be as hardy as the New Englander or the Norseman. Let 
us hope that the time is not far distant when the territory of 
Alaska will furnish several states to the Union, and homes for 
several millions of our people. 
JOHN B. HARDIG, '19. 
mn !larg. 
OTHER, within your sweet embrace 
The infant Savior lay; 
You smoothed the cares from His boyhood's face, 
And kissed His tears away. 
Mother, beneath the bloody tree, 
All sufferings were thine,-
The darkness, fears, of Calvary, 
The agonies divine. 
Mother, in all our childhood tears, 
We, too, have come to thee. 
Mother, in all our present fears, 
Oh, still our comfort be I 
J. PAUL SPAETH, '1'7. 
lonnt lfar w Bot. 
E N these days of Sodality activity, when the seed of zeal implanted in our own Sodality has grown and blossomed forth into generous acts of charity and self-sacrificing labor, it may perhaps be interesting 
to go back and recount at least one achievement of 
the early days of the organization. We are indebted to a letter 
in the old files of the Catholic Telegraph for the following de-
tails of the event. 
In the year 1845 when the Sodality, though still in the pro-
cess of formation, numbered seventy devoted members, a small 
oratory, formerly the community chapel of the college, was for-
mally given over for their devotions. They immediately set 
about adorning their little sanctuary by securing suitable orna-
ments for the bare walls and for the altar. Several of the so-
dalists addressed letters of petition to their friends in Europe, 
and through their generous charity, the little chapel soon became 
adorned with beautiful gifts from the Old World. 
A similar appeal was made to Her Majesty the Queen of 
France in order that some fitting ornament for the new place of 
worship might be secured from her well known liberality. The 
Queen heard the request most graciously and in turn appealed 
to the King, Louis Philip. In response to her petition, the 
monarch, in February 1846, gave from his own private gallery a 
large and splendid painting, representing the Assumption of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary into heaven. The picture survived the 
perils of its long journey and, arriving at the college in due 
time, was hung in Mary's chapel with fitting ceremony, and 
treasured as its most precious adornment. 
This splendid work of art is a canvass, nine by four feet, 
containing twenty-four figures, all superbly executed. There 
seems to be no exact evidence as to who the artist was, but the 
picture is undoubtedly the work of a master. It combines in a 
remarkable degree the highest perfection of its art with the 
loftiest Christian inspiration. The ecstatic countenance of the 
love-enraptured Virgin has struck artists and critics as an es-
pecially noteworthy feature of the painting. On the large gilt 
frame is inscribed the words, "Donne par le Roi en 1846." 
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This masterly work has withstood the ravages of time and 
is still in a remarkably good state of preservation. It now hangs 
in the gallery of the students' chapel as a lasting and fitting 
memorial of the zealous energy which marked the early days of 
Sodality, as well as of the munifi~ence of a royal hand. 
HAROLD A. THORBURN, '19 • 
•
. HE cometh like a star, as angels tread; 
As winds that whisper, soft her accents fall. 
Her mercies are caresses, and the gall 
Of pain she sweetens with a smile. Each bed 
Of foul disease, a mystic garden, spread 
With roses of her charity-the thrall 
Of• vice sees lillies too-and in the hall 
Her patience reapeth cures. 0 she is wed 
To One in heaven, captive here of love 
And homesick for His face. No king could house 
This daughter of the Church, no turtle dove 
Is pure enough to hold her holy vows. 
This earth she spurneth like the lark above, 
Yet sees in every patient's eye, her Spouse. 
RAYMOND BACKHUS, '19. 
ii HE commuter train is to me a dear institution. It is something like the family doctor in the atmos-phere of broad sympathy and general information which it creates for its friends and patrons. Not. 
of course, that the family doctor is an institution 
in the strict sense, but only in the vague general sense in which 
Mr. Hobson used to speak of the spirit of our institutions before 
the Prohibition contingent of Congress. 
At the outset, I may as well admit that the commuter train 
has its faults, but they are such dear, lovable faults that I almost 
regard them as virtues. Who would ever think of feeling re-
sentment when the commuter steams in, say ten or fifteen min-
utes late on a cold winter morning? To be sure, if one has hur-
ried through breakfast in order to reach the station on time, his 
sense of gastronomic potentialities may become more keen than 
would normally be the case so soon after the morning repast. 
And then, too, if one is not fortunate enough to have a shelter 
house at his station, one's toes may become somewhat chilled 
during the interim of waiting for the train's arrival. (But the 
commuter is not to blame for the lack of station facilities.) And 
then again, if one arrives at work fifteen minutes late, there is 
the boss or the prefect who, inexperienced in the vagaries of 
modern railway efficiency, may only smile when one explains 
the cause of a tardy arrival by delayed commuter service. 
But over and above these faults and shortcomings-we all 
have our shortcomings-over and above them, I say, the com-
muter train has that about it which regains the affection of the 
most irate patron. It is a great consolation to find that Smith 
is just as late as I am, or to know that Jones is on the same 
train with me because he also failed to catch the early morning 
express when it pulled in two hours late. 
And then the associations one forms in years of commuter 
traveling,-how dear to the heart they become! True enough, 
one does not learn the names of all his fellow-travelers who, 
week after week and year after year, accompany him on his jour-
neys to and from the city, but what of that? The stooped gen-
tleman who sleeps from one end of the journey to the other, the 
gray-bearded man who works in the city post-office, the stern 
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gentleman who spends all of his train-time in newspaper read-
ing, the young office dandies who always walk through the 
ladies' car on their way to the smoker, the silly school girls and 
school boys whose faces change from season to season,-all be-
come a part, as it were, of one big family. 
When there is a wedding in the big commuter family, how 
we all smile our congratulations to the happy young man when, 
the honeymoon ended, he takes his place among us once again. 
And sometimes, when one of the old travelers gets his commuter 
ticket to the land where all stations are one and there are no 
journeys, but only a Terminal, what a subdued hush prevails in 
the car as the fellow-travelers whisper the sad news one to 
another! 
There is not a death, not a birth, not a wedding,-nay, not 
even such an insignificant occurrence as the loss of a position, 
that is not known to all and its pleasure or sorrow shared in, ac-
cording to each one's capacity. 
The automobile has its joys, undoubtedly, but there are no 
tires to "blow" on the commuter. The aeroplane has panoramic 
possibilities, certainly, but how much closer to nature is the 
commuter! Yes, close to nature, and a representation of life 
itself,-traveling on, year after year while the travelers come, 
pay their fares and go. Dream, ye prophets of the rapid transit I 
The commuter train shall ever have a place in my affections. 
J. PAUL SPAETH, '1'1. 
Bart 
•
ESTRUCTIVE War, thy gory hands still drip 
With blood I Thy merciless, unfruitful aim 
Makes men, once brothers, take the cup and sip 
The hateful wine of enmity I To maim 
And kill,-the only work thou thinkest of, 
Despising tender, touching ties of love I 
EDWARD ROELKER, Fourth Year High. 
E T was a close, sultry afternoon in early spring. The change had been too sudden and the whole city, just out of the throes of a heavy winter, felt it quite severely. There was a very slight breeze 
about, a single airy waft, that had found its diffi-
cult way up the avenue, and was softly stirring the tender 
leaves of the old sycamore that stood perilously near the curb 
in Wharfton Square. 
This tree, the trysting place of many, the silent witness of 
countless eager welcomings, heart-to-heart conversations and 
fond farewells, the patient recorder of the numerous dates and 
angular bow-pierced hearts carved promiscuously in its shorn 
trunk, sheltered a battered old bench, almost as venerable as 
the tree itself. Here, in the course of years had rested folks of 
every sort,-bare-foot boys, fair-haired lads, and hobbling men, 
nurse-maids and debutantes. Even General Sherman, no doubt, 
would have rested there, if the bench had been old enough. For 
it is a tradition in the town that this famed and illustrious war-
rior had hitched his prancing mare to the old sycamore, on his 
historic visit during the hey-day of his glory. 
Here on this listless afternoon, with his head buried in his 
hands, and his body slouched down in an attitude of deep dejec-
tion sat Harris Rodney,-another doubtful, tormented soul who 
had come to the venerable old tree for sympathy and repose. 
Unconsciously he had sought the bench, the source of solace 
that the old tree guarded over. His brow was hot, his eyes had 
a feverish glint, and his tousled hair gave evidence of an un-
decided question of great moment. 
Should he or should he not. If he only had someone to 
help him decide-a mother or a brother,-anyone at all. He did 
not wish to shirk his duty; he was no inherent coward. Why, 
had he not the medal, won by his father in the Phillipines, safely 
inside his jacket? But still there lingered that awful dread, that 
fearful something that held him back. 
The lad had decided to join the army, and had been actually 
within sight of the recruiting office, when suddenly his whole 
being quailed at the thought of such a sacrifice, and he had 
turned away. For several days he had trod the city streets, 
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always carrying with him, and debating that unanswered ques-
tion. Worn out from the nervous strain and from want of sleep, 
and heavy at heart, he had dropped disconsolately on the old 
bench. 
* * * * * 
Tramp, tramp, tramp! Harris raised his head. What was 
that rhythmic tread slowly coming nearer? Proudly and in per-
fect step, a khaki-clad battalion swung grandly into the avenue. 
On and on came the martial array of well-drilled troops down 
the wide thoroughfare. ' On and on they went, to glory and to 
death. 
When the sound of steady marching had slowly died away, 
there arose from the bench a changed and resolute young man. 
Proudly he drew out the treasured medal from his inside 
pocket. Proudly, and in step with an imaginary khaki battalion, 
he marched grandly down the avenue. On, too, he went to duty 
and to die. 
And as he moved out of sight, the old sycamore whispered 
to the gentle breeze, "Another one." 
H. BUNKER, Fourth Veal'\ High. 
IJtft. 
Life, how short, yet lengthy is thy way I 
One day is fondly treasured as a year; 
A year that's passed, seems but a swift-flown day, 
Whose debt of many wasted hours we fear. 
And as the moments bear their burden on, 
An hour, a day, a year,-our life is gone. 
FRANCIS MORRISON, Fourth Year High. 
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WE'RE IN. 
To those who were ~allowing the events in the European 
war at all closely, the declaration of a state of war involving the 
United States was not unlooked for. While discussion of the 
action of our government was permissible .before the official 
proclamation of President Wilson, the time of discussion is past 
now and action is the only thing in order. 
The one safe and reasonable course for certain people now 
is this : if you can't agree with the President, don't argue ! The 
proper and patriotic course for everybody else is this: do some-
thing in support of the President! One practical way in which 
this can be done by the college man is the practice of agriculture, 
at least on a small scale. A home garden, with proper care, will 
provide a year's supply of potatoes for one family, and every 
article of food that is raised without drawing upon the public 
markets is helping to conserve the nation's resources, which is 
only second in importance to the preparation of fighting forces 
for the nation~} defens~ in war time. 
Let's all get busy I Do something; you know what every 
little does. It helps. We can all do at least a little. 
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THE DRILLS. 
Few innovations in the College have met with the enthu-
siasm that the boys have shown for the military drills which are 
now being held regularly in the College and High School depart-
ments. We can. all appreciate the advantages of the drill exer-
cises. If all our men had been given an opportunity for physical 
development in the proper way, there would not be nearly the 
excitement there is at present over the matter of raising an army. 
As to the drill-master, we do not believe the College could 
have gotten a better man than Captain O'Neil. He has had 
years of experience, he knows all the fine points of military tac-
tics, and he can impart his knowledge in a way that has made 
him an immense favorite with all the boys. We cannot think of 
any other quality that we would like to have in a drill-master. 
You can generally depend on the boys of St. Xavier to do 
things right, and the military drills will be no exception, because 
everybody is convinced that they are decidedly "all right." 
ST. XAVIER IN NORTH CENTRAL. 
St. Xavier is now accredited by the North Central Associa-
tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools. This event is very im-
portant,-extremely more important than it may seem at first 
thought. It means that the right of our high school department 
to a place among the best secondary schools of the Mississippi 
Valley has been recognized and that its graduates may enter in-
stitutions of higher learning within the eighteen states of the 
Middle West without the formality of an entrance examination. 
To the hard work of those who have built up our curriculum 
and to the tireless endeavors of those who have engaged with the 
powers that be in educational affairs, the admission of St. Xavier 
to the North Central Association is due. The event thus assumes 
the nature of a triumph, and we extend our congratulations to 
those whose devotion to St. Xavier, and all that she stands for, 
have won for her this well-deserved recognition. 
THE MOVIES. 
The generality of moving pictures is so bad that particular 
films can only be distinguished by calling them worse. Two of 
these worse films have been flaunted before the people of Cin-
cinnati within the last few weeks, one at a theatre that was for-
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merly a house of high-class dramatics, and one in several moving 
picture theatres of the city. The appeal of these films, judged 
by the bill-board posters and the press announcements, is almost 
altogether base. 
It would be interesting to know just what are the moral 
standards which guide the State Board of Censors. It is a 
curious re.flection upon the methods of a democratic government 
that the decisions of this board are beyond appeal, regardless of 
popular or official opinion relative to the films that are passed 
by the board. 
It is a matter of speculation how much of the support re-
ceived by the bad moving picture shows comes from Catholic 
people. It is surely unthinkable that Catholics attend such 
shows, but the fact that they do is only another one of the sad 
truths of this world of ours. If an appeal to the Catholic con-
science in matters of this kind is unavailing, then the case is 
hopeless. 
It is up to the Catholic patrons of the movies to patronize 
the good shows and to stay away from the others. Consistent 
action of this kind might have some effect upon the moving pic-
ture exhibitors. At least it has this much in its favor,-it is 
consistent with Catholic ideals of morality. 
SPRING. 
The much-poetized spring season is once again swinging 
around the cycle of the year. The suburbs and the city parks 
are putting on a dress of delfcate beauty. The tiny leaves with 
unsoiled greenness veil the branches of the trees like fairy mists, 
and here and there a colorful spot marks the bloom of the red-
bud. Mother Nature is decking the world just as she has decked 
it season after season since the days of Eden. 
Mother Nature is not worried about the war. To her, clouds 
can mean only one thing,-rain. To her, death means only the 
renewal of life. The seed must decay in the earth that the trees 
and flowers and fruits of another season may spring forth. 
Perhaps the lowering of the war-clouds, the drenching rain 
of blood, the seeds of patriotism, self-sacrifice and suffering 
which have been thrown so lavishly upon the earth are destined 
to blossom in a new spring when men, believing that "God's in 
His heaven," will feel with joy "All's right with the world." 
ALUMNI NOTES 
.Ju iltmnrium. 
On April 6, St. Xavier College suffered a grievous loss in the death 
of one of its foremost Alumni and staunchest supporters, Mr. Thomas 
J. Cogan. "Tom," as he was familiarly known to a host of friends, was 
graduated in 1873, with the highest honors of the class. After gradua-
tion, ·he attended the Cincinnati Law School, whence, a few years later, 
he entered into a legal partnership with the late Thomas Shay and 
Michael Kary. On the latter's death, the partnership of Shay & Cogan, 
which was destined to become one of the most noted in the Middle 
West, sprang into existence. His power and eloquence won for "Tom" 
Cogan a wide influence in political circles ; he was under the control of 
no political leader, but his very independence gave him a political power, 
which he used, not for his own advancement, but for the advantage and 
good of his friends. 
In fraternal circles, especially as a leader among the Elks and the 
Eagles, Mr. Cogan held a position of nation-wide prominence. In his 
own city, he was one of those charitable, good-hearted characters, who 
do good wherever they go, without outward show or display. Toward 
his Alma Mater, he evinced the strongest affection, ever-willing, ever-
ready to do aught in his power for her advancement. 
But "Tom" Cogan received his greatest tribute at his funeral in St. 
Xavier Church, when blear-eyed, ragged, paupers mingled with charac-
ters of nation-wide prominence, when poor beggars stood side by side 
with governors, judges, lawyers and business men, to shed a tear for 
him, whom all called "friend." 
R. I. P. 
Rev. Louis A. Tieman has returned to the pastorate of St. Rose 
Parish, where, prior to his recent transfer to St. Monica's, he had been 
pastor for seventeen years. 
'82. Rev. John F, Hickey is quite in demand as an orator for public 
occasions. He delivered an eloquent sermon at the laying of the corner-
stone of the new St. Andrew's Church a few weeks ago. He was, also, 
one of the principal speakers of a patriotic m;i.n-meeting held in Music 
Hall on April 12. Added importance ;md dignity was given the formal 
opening of the Catholic Athletic League by his address on the occasion. 
'88. Rev, George Vonderahe has been appointed a member of the 
Diocesan Board of Charity Directors, to supervise the work of our 
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charitable institutions. Rev. William Hickey ('83) and Mr. Anthony IJ. 
Duiilap ('80) are also members of this board. 
'88. On March 1st, Dr. Thoa. P. Hart, Editor of the Catholic Tele-
graph, delivered an interesting lecture on "Centralization of Charity," 
speaking in the Social Problems Lecture Course, conducted by the Bu-
reau of Catholic Charities. 
'88. Rev. Otto B. Auer has resi~ned his pastorate of St. Mary's 
Church, Dayton, Ohio. 
'87. St. Xavier is well represented by her Alumni among the de-
fenders of our country. In our Ohio Cavalry, P. Lincoln Mitchell is 
Captain of Troop C, while C. Louis Coffin ('04) is. Captain of Troop F. 
'88. Dame rumor has it that the Democrats were contemplating 
offering the nomination for Mayor to Hon. William A. Geoghegan, 
Judge of the Common Pleas Court, but that the Judge declined to con-
sider the proposition. 
'06. l\llr. Walter S. Schmidt was a zealous advocate and worker for 
the Rapid Transit Loop Lease plan, lately approved J:>y our electorate. 
'07. Mr. Walter F. Connolly is planning a return to the motion-
picture field this summer, after his success in that direction last year. 
'08. Mr. A. J. Linneman is now connected with the Bachmeyer 
Press, with Mr . . Stanley Bachmeyer ('08). 
'10. The Quill Construction Co. has lost the services of Mr. William 
Connolly, who has gone on the road for the Ohio Truss Co. 
Banks need good auditors, which is one reason why Mr. Robert 
Trame occupies that position in the German National Bank of Cov-
ington. 
'19. Mr. Aloysius Steltenpohl is now in the real estate business, 
connected with the office of Tuke & Sons. 
'13. Meaars. L. Elmer Conway and Frank Rack ('14) took part in 
a delightful little comedy, staged by the T. A. E. Club, for the benefit 
of St. Ann's Church. 
'14. Mr. Joa. A. McDonough is now connected with the editorial 
department of the Commercial Tribune. 
'18. Another victory for Old St. Xavier! Messrs. Cash. Frey and 
Steltenpohl, not only won places on the represeptative debating teams 
of the Cincinnati Law School, but also were very instrumental in bring-
ing home . victory in their competition with other debating teams. 
Mr. Adolph J. Ante is connected with the Columbia Bell Telephone 
Company, in our State Capital. 
JOSEPH F. llcC.RTHY, '1 •. 
EDUCATIONAL ·NoT:Es 
North Central An examination of the statistics published by the North 
Auociation. Central AssocfatiOn of Colleges ·and Sei:6ndai"y Sch'ools 
gives ample evidence that the Assod-atioh is increasing 
notably in the range of its influence. No less than 1,164 high schools 
and academies in eighteen states have been stamped with its approval. 
These schools have a total enrollment of 406,069. .Members af the teach-
ing staff of these schools number 20,090. 
From the ·stead!" growth of the Associatian in the territory it em-
bra~s, in the t\umber5 of affiliated and ·accredited schools and colleges 
and in th'e power 'R1id prestige exertiS'Cd throughout the country in re-
spect to educational policies and practices, it is clear t-hat it i·s a'Ccom-
plishing its primary aim,-to bring about a better acquaintance, a keener 
sympathy, ·and ·a liearli'er ro-op·erat'ioWl between the caUege'S an'd seeond-
ary s·choOl's of ·its lemtorf 
In the words of the Association's report, "It is therefore a distinct 
honor for any inst1tutio·n to ·hold affitiafed ot a·tcr·editeii relationship 
with 'this 'bo.dy. 'the A's'socfafioii's offi'2ial 'recog'nrtion 'gives ·pres'tige to 'a 
school among educated men and women everywhere. Its recorded ap-
proval is a letter of introduction to all colleges, univer'sities ana profes-
sional schools in the land, and guarantees efficiency and high stanaing 
to th'eS'e institations. Accredited relations with the Association bring to 
a secondary school th'e same distinction and ·honor as an institution that 
membership in the society of Phi Beta Kappa or Sigma Xi confers upon 
an individual, or that high rating 'by Bradstreet or Dunt\ brings to a firm 
in business." 
Clllnics 'ind ·Saecess Anent the opm1on published by 'tire Rockefeller 
in Busineu. General Educa'tion Board that the classies should 
be banished from the modern high school, Pro-
fessor Harris Hancock, teache'r of n\.athematics at the University of Cin-
cinnati, sent out a series of questions to several hundred men who have 
been successful in the professions and in business, in al'l effort to get 
some light on the subject. Henry M. Hyde gives the following account 
of the enquiry in the Chicago Tribune: 
"He first secured the names of thirty men who ar·e na'tionalty promi-
nent as railroad officials, thirty as physicians, and the same .numbe·r of 
clergymen, men of affairs, bankers, and lawyers. These we
1
n are scat-
tered all over the United States. They are alike only ·in that they have 
each achieved unusual success. 
"To. each of them he sent a letter, asking them to answer the fol-
lowing question: · 
"Which of th.e following courses in a high school would you advise 
a boy to take? · 
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"1. A course where. both mathematics and the classics are optional. 
"2. A course where mathematfcs -is required, tbe classics being op-
tiorial. 
'~3. A course where the classics are required, mathematics being op .. . 
tiona'l. 
"4. A course where both the classics and mathematics are required. 
"A considerabi-e maj'Ority ·of thesie ·men d'C'Clw.ftd their opinion that 
a boy entering high school should take the course in which the study of 
both Latin and Greek and :mathematics is compulsory. It is especially 
remarkable that a clear .majority of the big busineu men believe that the 
classics and mathematks should be required in a high school course of 
study. 
"To ·ch·eck lip his inquiry further, Professor Hancock -sent the same 
question to 180 of the most ·prominent 'and successful men in Cincinnati. 
Included among them were forty-one leading business men. 
"Again the answ·ers were surprisin·g and in the same way. A ma-
jority of alt the men who ·replied favored the cour-se in which both Greek 
and Latin and m_athematics -are re·quiTed. The percentage 'in 'its favor 
was not, however, quite so large a·s in the fiTst questio"naire. And there 
were a fe"w more who favored cOUTse No. 2, in whkh mathematics is re-
quired, ·while the clus'ics are optional." 
Report of the 'Commissioner According to the estimates o"f the United 
of Education for 1918. States Bureau of Education th·ere were 
23,50Q,OOO persons attending schools of 
some kind during !916. This means that approximately 24 per cent of 
the inhabitants of the United States are attending school •Great Britain 
has a school attendance of .19 per cent, France 17 per cent' and Germany 
20 per cent. 
In the 14,000 high schools the number of students was more than a 
million and a half in 1915. There are more than 700,000 teachers in the 
United States, considerably more than 50Q,OOO of these being women. 
Expenditures for education in 1914, only _partly estimated, totaled . 
almost $800,000,000. Making due allowances the expenditures for the 
present year will easily amount .to .a b.illion dollars. 
New York State expended $66,000,000 on her public schools in 1914. 
Ohio follows New York, Pennsylvania and Illinois with '$35,000,000, 
Utah expended $10.07 per student ,while Mississippi got along with $1.48. 
Since 1896 donations amoun~ing to '$407,000,000 'have been ,given to 
educa'tfonal institutions by private individuals. 
College Entrance In the examinations held by this board in June 
Examination Board. 1916, the total number of candidates examined 
was 10,631, more than double that of the preceding 
year. 'The great increase was due largely to the joint action of Harvard, 
Yale and ·Princeton Universities, which agreed to discontinue their own 
examinations. 'The Educational Review goes so far as to say that, "The 
influence of the Board and its work is perhaps the most constructive and 
salutary single in~ ".now :a:t work 'in A:ni-eric«in ·<ei!lucation." 
I 
I 
CHRONICLE 
.Ju .tlbmnriam. 
Rev. John E. Kennedy, S. J. 
The students of St. Xavier, from First Year High up to the Senior 
class of the college, lost one of their best friends and most popular con-
fessors in the death of Fathei: Kennedy, on March 7 . . 
Father Kennedy was born in this city, July 2, 1844. He received his 
education at St. Ignatius College, Chicago, and St. Louis University, 
St. Louis, Mo. He entered the Society of Jesus July 19, 1869, and was 
ordained at St. Peter Cathedral, Cincinnati, June 15, 1878. 
As a scholastic, he taught at St. Xavier College, this city, from 1874 
until his ordination; and, since his elevation to the priesthood, his splen-
did business ability was utilized by his superiors in the offices of minister 
and treasurer in the Jesuit communities at Cincinnati and St. Louis. For 
several years, during the decade of the 'so's, he was the director of 
the Young Men's Sodality of St. Xavier Church. He was one of the 
most popular confessors during his active years, his keen knowledge of 
human nature, and his uniform tenderness and sympathy attracting to 
him a large number of clergy as well as of boys, with the latter of whom 
he was a particular favorite. Several years ago failing health brought 
about his retirement from active service, and, since that time, he has 
resided at St. Xavier College. 
The funeral services were held in St. Xavier Church with the usual 
simple ceremonies prescribed by Jesuit rule. The low Mass of Requiem, 
celebrated by Rev. Father Rector, was attended by the entire student 
body and many friends of the beloved priest. 
Rev. Joseph F. Real, S. J. 
Another great loss to the . students of the college was the death of 
the gentle and loving Father Real which took place Wednesday, March 
21. Father Real was born in Strassburg, Alsace, March 19, 1845. Soon 
after his birth his parents emigrated to America and settled in St. Louis. 
After finishing his education at St. Louis University, he entered the 
Society of Jesus at Florissant, Missouri, April 7, 1864. During the past 
twelve years Father Real has been stationed at St. Xavier, where for 
most of the time he held the post of Chaplain. 
The Most Reverend Archbishop and a number of the secular clergy 
were present in the sanctuary at the funeral services in St. Xavier 
Church. The funeral Mass was said by Rev. Father Rector, and after 
the Mass the Most Reverend Archbishop performed the last absolution. 
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'' COLLEGE DEPARTMENT. 
Public Debate. The seventeenth annual debate of the Philopedian So-
ciety for the Verkamp medal was held on March 20, 
~efore what was, perhaps the largest audience that ever attended a. con-
test of its kind in Memorial Hall. The subject was, "Resolved: That in 
labor disputes involving public utilities, arbitration, appropriately Fed-
eral, State and local, shou.ld be made compulsory in the United States." 
The affirmative side, upheld by Messrs. John Reardon, Raymond 
McCoy and Earl Westerfield, were decided the victors by a vote of three 
to two. The Verkamp medal for the best debate, including speech and 
rebuttals, was awarded by the judges to John Reardon, Raymond McCoy 
receiving second place in merit. The negative side was ably upheld by 
Thomas Gallagher, John Hogan and Gordon Gutting. John Hardig was 
chairman for the evening. 
The judges were Mr. E . J. Babbitt, Hon. Stephens Blakely, Mr. John 
E. Fitzpatrick, Judge Bernard C. Fox and Mr. Charles F. Williams. 
A select musical programme, a feature of which was a tenor solo by 
Thomas Brady, was rendered under the able direction of Mr. J. Alfred 
Schehl. 
Lecture on the On the Feast of St. Joseph, the Entertainment Section 
Little Flower. gave us a real treat by presenting the illustrated lec-
ture on "The Little Flower." A more attentive audi-
ence among the students, we believe, was never assembled in Memorial 
Hall. It certainly was a fitting tribute to the excellent work.of the Senior 
Sodalists. The "Little Flower" lecture has been presented thirty-two 
times before audiences numbering ten thousand people, and has been 
meeting with wonderful success everywhere. 
Intercollegiate 
Con teats. 
olic education 
the nation." 
On Wednesday, March 28, the college students wrote 
their essays for the annual intercollegiate English con-
test, the subje'ct this year being, "The influence of Cath-
in the United States on the moral and religious life of 
The papers for the annual intercollegiate Latin contest were written 
on Monday, April 16. The men who ably represented St. Xavier last 
year by winning first, second and sixth places did not compete this time, 
but it is confidently hoped that some new champions will make them-
selves known. 
Flag-Raising. Pent-up patriotism had abundant opportunity for an en-
'thusiastic out-flow on the occasion of the formal flag-
. raising which took place on Saturday, April 14. After the whole student-
body had been marshalled in orderly array, the beautiful new flag was 
slowly raised, amidst cheering, to the lofty pole surmounting the highest 
pinnacle of the building. After singing the ·Star-Spangled Banner all 
assembled and recited 'in unison the pledge o'f allegiance to the flag and 
to the republic for which it stands. · 
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The Retreat. The students' retreat given during . the first three days of 
Holy Week, by Rev. Michael Gorman, S.J., of St. · Igna-
tius College, Cleveland, Ohio, was an unqualified success. The heart-to-
heart talks and intensely practical instructions of the retreat-master 
went right home, as was proved by the hearty response of all the stu-
dents to eTery suggestion of silence and order. It is another manifesta-
tion of St. Xavier's boys' determination to do. everything well. The 
behavior during retreat time is little short of the marvellous. The many 
passers-by, who. stop at the college gates to gaze in astonishme.nt at 
such a large number of boys moving about in absolute silence, witness 
'to the fact that it is: no ordinary spectacle. 
Fr. Fox at St. Louis. Rev. Albert C. Fox, S. J., Dean of the College, at-
tended the meeting of the North Central Asso-
ciation, which was held in St. Louis March 22, 23, 24. He also attended 
the meeting of the Association of Ohio College Presidents and Deans at 
Columbus, April 5, and of the Ohio College Association in the same city, 
April 6 and 7. 
Military Training. Systematic military training was begun for the col-
lege department on Tuesday, April 24, under the 
direction of Captain D. W. O'Neill and Sergeant Milton Johnson. The 
first and each succeeding drill was marked by an almost complete at-
tendance of all the college students, and the whole-heartedness with 
which they have taken up the work gives every indication that it will 
be a success. 
Elocution Contest. The elocution contest for the college classes was 
held in Memorial Hall, Wednesday evening, May 2. 
Those who qualified in the preliminaries were, Leo Egbring, Arthur Far-
rell, Thomas Gallagher, John Hardig, Raymond M'Coy, Stanley M'De-
vitt, Francis Mielech, Joseph O'Meara and Earl Westerfield. The medal 
was awarded to Raymond M'Coy, 
Mid-Semester ASBembly. At the April assembly Joseph McCarthy 
again captured the highest honors with an 
average of 97. A new contender, the third in as many trials, appeared 
in Freshman class, when Cornelius Jansen was announced the winner 
··this time. 
Senior Sodality. 
Wasn't that a fine compliment Father Finn paid us in chapel the 
other day, when he remarked that our activities have become known all 
over the country? Do you remen;iber, too, what he said about the Sec-
tions of the Sodality being fine training schools for .Catholic lay activity? 
Father Finn was right, of course, in saying that one l,'eason why Catholic 
social service does not make such rapid progress is because ·Catholic 
· people do not work together. He was l,'ight, too, in saying that it is up 
to the college men to learn the value of united action and that no better 
opportunity for this can . be .had than by joining in the practical work of 
the Sodality Sections. 
--
Father Rector paid a fine tribute to the Sodality workers at the 
Mid-Semester D~sirib.qti-0.1\ w~en ~e e.~W~~~~4. i\~% '-ppreciation of the 
fact that the real Sodality workers are doing the best work in class. 
Despite the intervention of examinations, the retreat, and the Easter 
holidays, the work of an the Sections has progressed very well during 
the past two months. The Enter-tainment Section, the Goerres Litera-
ture · Section, the Ozanam Section, and the Mission Section especially 
have been doing iqore work than ever. In the next Athenaeum we hope 
to gi.v.e a detailed account of all the wonderful thing·s ou.r sQ<laUsts hv.e 
done during the pr~s,eqt y:e41,r. 
HIGH SCHQO,L. 
Accredited by North The high school department of the college has 
Central Asaociation. been accredited by the North Central Association 
of Colleges and Secondary Schools. In v-irtue of 
this accrediting g-raduates from the high school depar.tment hav.e the 
privilege of entering without examination any of the colleges 9r universi-
ties in the eighteen North and Central States. 
Elocution Contest. The elocution con.test for t~e high scqool took pla~e 
on Wednesday ~vening, April '25, The medal for 
the first years, which were represented by Elder McDermott, John Bier.i, 
Edward Schwind and Bernard Wuellner, 'was won by Bernard Wuellner. 
Robert Quiµlan was the successful contender in Second Y ~\lr, t~e other 
contestants being Robert Stepha'ns, Louis Glueck and Irving Hart. In 
Third Year the honors were captured by George Saffin, with ] ohn Burns, 
Robert Saffin a11d Walter ~!um \lS close rivals. 'fp~ FoµrtQ y ~~i: repre-
sentatives were E4war4 Roelker,, Michael Brearton, Al\>ert Broerin~ and 
the winner, John ·Monahan. 
T~~ m,q~\cal mm~bers, consisting of several selec~io~I! by tqe Coll~ge 
41ee Club an4 tp~ <;;:c;>l\e~e Orchestra and a v,ocal solo bY, Lo1:1is Rutleiie, 
were under th~ direction of Mr. J. Alfred Scqehl . 
. Mid-~1!1'lff~ef .f\.l!Beq\~ly. Tl\e a,ssl!mbly following tP.e April competi-
tions V,l'~S h~ld Ol\ ~pe aft~rnOOl\ of .t\prjl 25. 
".f~e leaqers iti the var~oqs cla.si:leS were a,s fQllo\\"S: FQl1rth 'Year, E;q-
wa,nl I{qelker; Thi~d Yea.r1 Joseph ScP.qwacher; Secon<;l Year .(\, Aaroµ. 
.Stone ; ~ecoqq Yejlr B, i,oµis Ilq!Jemeyer; First Year A, ~ouis Ma~z~; 
First Year B, Bernard Wuellner and Victor Feighery, eq\Jal; First 
Year C, William Buether. · 
Junior Sodality. · 
'J;qe Sodality li.i'A ~I\ iqf9.rmal ou~ing at tqe :Peer <;:reelc Corµrnons 
on 'fqqrsqay, Apri\ 1,?,, anq op~ned it!! ba~eba\l !lea.soµ just one day after 
the bi~ opeqing ~t Redlan4 Field. We hope to have ' many such good 
times. · 
~~ the fesult of F~ther M~Derwott's talk op t\111 .t\frii:ati rnis~ions, 
the Sodality donated ten dollars for the good .pur~os~ . of ai~iµ~ thelll. 
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. 
A distinctive feature of the meetings of the Social League of the 
Department of Commerce which we·re held on March 16 and. April 18 
was the presence of a large number of former students. They were 
heartily welcome inasmuch as their presence contributes not a little to-
ward making the meetings more pleasant and more profitable. The. en-
tertainment for the meeting on March 16 was furnished by members of 
Prof. O'Meara's Public Speaking class. The program consisted of a 
series of carefully prepared and exceptionally well delivered addresses 
on social, economic and political problems of the day. As Mr. H. A. 
Jones was unexpectedly called to Chicago, Mr. McCall filled his chief's 
engagement and told the students about the unique organization he rep-
resented-The H. A. Jones Real Estate Co., of Detroit, Michigan. The 
picture he drew of that institution and of its wonderful prospects proved 
so alluring that a number of his hearers applied for further information 
as to how they might become members of it. 
Prof. Alphonse Von der Ahe has taken up tne subject of Commercial 
Raw Materials. Chemical experiments, stereopticon views and moving 
pictures are some of the devices this progressive professor uses to make 
the hours flit by with unprecedented rapidity. 
Judge Geoghegan has recovered from an operation and is now lec-
turing on Sales before an enthusiastic and appreciative class. 
Professor Mulford continues to bring to the college, business men 
of exceptional ability who share the fruits of their years of experience 
and study with the students of the class in Advertising and Salesman-
ship. The problem whose solution is anxiously looked forward to is: 
"Who will win the fifty dollars in gold offered as prize by Mr. Carl 
Dehoney in the name of the Western and Southern Life Insurance Co.?" 
To judge from the enthusiasm and energy which the Committee on 
Arrangements is displaying, it would seem that the Social League Ban-
·quet of this year will be as successful as any of its pred~cessors. Speak-
ers of note have promised to address the audience which is expected to 
meet in large numbers at the Business Men's Club on May 14, at 
6:45 P. M. 
Classes are gradually rounding out the number of alloted periods 
and are adjourning for the year. It is difficult to say just which of the 
classes is most enthusiastic over the results achieved. It is fortunate 
indeed that the year's end is at hand for the thinning out of our ranks 
is making us realize more and more keenly the stern fact that our .coun-
try is in the throes of a war. ·Ever increasing numbers of our students 
are transferring their names from the class room roil to the army roll. 
We wish them gocispeed. 
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CLASS NOTES. 
COLLEGE. 
Senior. Though there has been no marked transformation in Senior 
,Class since the retreat, there are indications that a few grains · 
of sense have been implanted here and there. 
The retreat having come to a close, "General" Hogan journeyed to 
his home town and while in the Capitol he managed to show the Colum-
bus folks a few of the things he has learned in C.incy, 
Creed came back after Easter with the report that during the vaca-
tion he got even less sleep than during school. Someone suggested that 
Howard try sleeping at nights; it is supposed to be much better for the 
constitution. 
As a result of the efforts of Manager Maloney and Captain Conway 
the baseball season gives every indication of being a success. Conway 
is keeping things moving on the field artd every practice finds his crew 
working with a vim. Steinkamp promises to assist the manager in the 
publicity and newspaper affairs of the team. · 
Our illustrious President and class orator shared honors with McCoy 
in representing the class in the elocution contest. 
The Senior debate, which is the Philopedian annual grand finale, 
promises to be all that it has ever been. 
Watch for the Senior Number of the Athenaeum! 
ALBERT STEINKAMP. 
Sophomore. Somebody ought to wire Johnson not to come to the Tri-
State tennis tournament. It's useless; Arthur O'Connell 
is going to take part. 
Now let's see! Who'll it be? Mielech, McDevitt, Farrell or Wes-
terfield? It's surely going to be a grand fight between them for the 
college elocution medal. They say Faversham is coaching Farrell in 
his· old part. 
We wish to goodness they would hurry up with that prize money 
for the English intercollegiate essay. It doesn't matter much whether 
it's Welply or Gutting. There are several anxious to negotiate a war 
loan. 
Isn't it wonderfUl? Why, didn't you see in the papers how Captain 
McDevitt, the first to enter Berlin, captured His Imperial Highness 
single·hanedd? 
Horrors! . We will ·have to lay the blame on the editor, printer, 
linotyper or somebody else. We are sure we mentioned John Henry 
Frey as one of the class members on the basketball squad in the last 
number of the magazine. 
Heard when the Ohio was rising: 
McC. (in critical mood): I don't like two "fere's" so close together~ 
Anxious Kentuckian: Let them stay there; we may need them soon~ 
GEORGE KEARNS. 
Freshman. The race for the gold medal in Freshman class has become . 
· . exceedingly close. In the latest competitions Cornelius 
Jansen received highest honors. The class was especially pleased · with · 
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the results in that it showeq ~h;at t.h~ %t.tenuous activities of Mr. Jansen 
in the Philopedian Society have in no way affected his studies. 
It's hard to see the connection between the Retreat and Latin, Greek 
and :Mathematics. ll\\t as a matter of fact, the trilnsformation that ha\le 
taker:\ place along these lines in cet.'tain quafters. is little less than won-
derful. 
Three Freshmen qualifi.ed for \he Qnals i.n the eloc;ution contest, 
~essrs. E.gbring, Har<\h1g a!:ld, O'M~ara, l>.eing our rep\'ese!:l~l!tiye11. 
There are surely. various ways of cliimll!-ying patri()t.istn. Certa.i\l 
individul!-ls <lon't seem lll!-tisfie<l with showing it i!l their pockets, around 
tb,eir f\eC~ll, 1;>n tb,eir hats; the1've even Cif..rr\e<l it to their feet. ' 
To hear the. tinkUng of bteak\ng class h.\ the chemistry laQor11ttc;>rJf, 
one would think that Tennyson's glass feet was hitting another rnck. 
Diplomatic relation!! h.ll.'.'e been severed between Collillll. and Jilnsen. 
J\n<l all because SQme <me fa,stened the authorship of a Certain voem Op 
~r. Jansen. Tb,e poem hl!s. to deal with a little race \>.etween Collins 
~nd •Gausepohl a.t the. place where Charon runs a ferry.. T\le famous 
poem concludes with the followin~ staf\za: 
"And thl\ll tl1ey relate 
The fortunti l!o!l<l fa~e 
Of Collitis' and Ga\Jllepob,l's tricks, 
When Gausepoh\ r;i,n, 
And Collins swam, 
In the turbulent river Styx." 
M;r. Coleman Cook, o\lr distillv;uished, cartoonist, is continuing to 
supply some clever work for the clas.!! his~oQ'• and for the bulletin board, 
S~-ER TR,.J(g. 
HJGH S.CHOQL. 
Fourth Year. Roelker beat Latscha by a nose in the April competi-
tions. Now clear the track and watch the dust fly in 
the last lap. 
We surely gave the college classes a race in the college basketball 
league; with a few more breaks in the luck we would have been on top 
at the end, as we had been all during the season. 
Mike Brearton has been sporting a patriotic hat-band of late. Su-
perfluous, Mikel We all know your love for Old Glory. · 
"J;luddie" Boeh and "Pepper" Haneberg have just surrendered and 
have donned the garb of manhood. There is only one hold-out now in 
the class. Maybe suffi'cient inducements can 'be given next spring to 
win him over. 
The college had a flag-raising. One pessimistic critic remarked that 
it was also a hair-raising, at least as far as the singhig was concerned. 
Speaking of joiping the colorl!, i~ Uncle Sam could get as many 
natives of the Fatherland under his banner as did the Saint 0f March 17, 
he would !iave no need to woi;iry. 
Thollla& E.clison is now working on a new invention. But what 
Roelker is doing iµ hia sp;lre rporp.~pts, no one knowi;. . 
Things were moving ~\o~g qqite briskly in Greek cl~&s, when some-
one noti<;ed Roth sucli;f epl:y b~~O~e very excited. When 11-skecl the r~~~ 
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:son, he remarked.: "h juat s.t.l'ucli: me· that Greek. ought not to be 110 
dry,, with so man7· liquid vefbs in it." 
Fr. C.-What is a vacuum? 
4th Yr. Hope(less).-It's a,-well, I got it in my head, but I just 
.can't express it.' 
B.-How much did you pay for your writing pad? 
R.-Five cents, of course. · 
B.-Why I thought the price had gone up. 
N.-No, you see. it'a s.tatione~y. 
Of all glad boys, with tongue or pen, 
The gladdest I know, is "Balmy Ben.'' 
Third Year. It aeems to be customary now for the clasa note11 to make 
mention of the fact wheneve~ a metllber of ;u11 class. dis-
tinguishes himself. That's why we. mention here that Bush has joined 
Troop C. Change the initial of his name to "P," and you will have the 
quality by which he will help Troop C distinguish it.se.lf. 
The next persons of consideration are Blum, Burns, Saffin and Thor-
burn, who were selected out of Third Year's candidates for the elocution 
contest. 
Once again we have dragged ourselves through the examinations. 
From present indications, Schumacher and Broering will have quite a 
tussle for the gold medal at the end of the year. · 
Some people may think that Third Year is not interested in base-
ball, but just wait and see the surprise we're going to spring on Ama-
teur Day. 
George Snider realizes the cQst of hair-cutting. The other day he 
got two in one and now he looks so much like Herr Von Hindenberg, 
that he was almost ari:ested as a spy. Fea.r not, however, George is no 
such person. For the other day he waa right. out in {ront with the i:eat 
.of us when allegiance was pledged to the flag. 
Nonsense. 
Blum-"Say, Lear:y,. did you hear about Schmitt's acciden.t?" 
Leary-"No, what was it?" 
Blum-"He fell out of the third story window, but didn't hurt him-
.$elf." · 
Leary-"Why, how was that?" 
Blum-"Well, you see, he had his spring suit on." 
The following conversation was overheard by our famous reporter, 
Mr.. Getem, who, by the way, should be appointed chief of the secret 
service staff: ' 
. A.-They have a scale on Fountain Square." 
B.-''What's that for~" 
A.-"To get Jimmy Wade.'' 
Second Year A. In the middle of April the class resumed the Thurs-
day outings that were· enjoyed so much last fall. At 
Fernbank, in sight of the Ohio, the cl;;p.ss selected a graS!iY lield and 
11 
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spent the morning in playing ball. . I~ the afternoon, the river d~m wa~ 
inspected, and drill practice was held with Capt. Bobby Quinlan in 
charge. Roasting wieners on a stick over the fir:e gave a primitive taste 
to the dinner. "Scout" Ryan captured a truly wild horse, and on his 
milk white steed reduced his companions to awe by his daring equestrian 
work. 
Occasionally our friend Hart is seen wearing an emerald suit and 
displaying his patriotism in his upper left-hand pocket. 
(Echoes of Catechism Examinations.) 
Scripture in up-to-date English:-
"The heathen and the Republican." 
"The widow: who gave her last cent to the Church." 
During Catechism class, Bert Maloney announced that he would like 
to be an undertaker at the end of the· world. "Some" idea, eh I 
(With apologies to Whittier) by R. Buzek. 
Happy young students, come and see 
The new, long "jeans" on our Norby; 
He says he now feels that he can 
Do anything befitting man. 
A. STONE. 
Second Year B. All the members of Second B returned bright and 
early April 10th, declaring the vacation, especially the 
three days of retreat, had done them a world of good. 
The class is sorry to hear of the serious illness of Gregory Forst-
hoefel's mother, ·and extends its sympathy and the promise of fervent 
prayers for her recovery. 
As all noticed, on flag-raising day, the Second B boys were among 
the leaders in declaring their allegiance to "Old Glory." Led by Hoene-
meyer and Finnegan of the Glee Club, their voices stirred the echoes 
of the neighborhood. 
Did you see the "charge" for the college entrance, just after flag-
raising the other day? Nick says "war must be terrible," but he doesn't 
see how anybody could be killed in ·a "charge." 
Though we have a pretty stiff climb to the "third" every day, Hank 
· is of the opinion that it .is worth it, just to see all the flag-hoistings on 
all the fa'Ctories of all the East End: · · · 
Speaking of Hank, do you know why he walks around lately with 
his chest straining the buttons of his vest? Well, the other day Mr. 
Connell suspended Greek class until Hank put in his appearance; which 
unprecedented action in the annals of the class, places him on a par . with 
the distinguished personages who sometimes come to visi't us. 
Our latest star along linguistic lines is Benz. They say he has 
Mercedes backed off the boards. Ask him' anything in Latin, Greek or 
EngHsh, and you'll get an answer every time.· 
Anybody seert "Alibi's" Geometry? 
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First Year A. When Father Hormes left for Buffalo to attend the 
funeral of a very near relative, he had not only ·our 
heartfelt sympathy, but our earnest hope that his stay would not be 
long. We'll leave it to those who had us in charge during his absence 
that we behaved ourselves admirably. 
Time-tested Quotations: · 
"Talk and the class talks with you; write (jug) and you write alone." 
"O jug, where is thy victory!" 
Jim-"When is paper not paper?" 
Tim-"I don't know. When?" 
Jim-"When it's 'Toren'." 
Did you ever see : 
Fred Fox-y enough to read a novel in history class? (Neither did we.) 
Donald Grue-lich a piece of candy? (It's worth seeing.) 
Ed Fisher went ·fishing for fish in a fissure. A fish pulled. Fisher .into 
the fissure, and now they want a fisher to fish for Fisher in that ver) 
same fissure. 
First Year B. Once mor.e First Year B takes the lead. We captured 
three out of four places in the elocution preliminaries. 
The indoor baseball season opened two weeks before Easter. With 
· our big lead in the fall and an even break in the two games we jµst 
played, we have great chances for the pennant. 
Tommy Ball wants to enlist, though he's only fourteen. · Right spirit, 
anyhow. 
Stegeman, .with his high power vocal organs, is going to lead a new 
"Thundering Legion." 
There was a near panic, when Father Martin sched~led three exam-
inations for Monday. One dose a day is quite enough of that medicine. 
And just think of it! After our excellent behaviour during retreat, 
to be punished with those examinations immediately after our return. 
Somebody said that the word "Hebrew" means, in English, "man 
from across the river." Rather hard on our Kentucky friends, isn't it? 
BERNARD WUELLNER. 
First Year C. Edward Schwind is surely a person of distinction. He 
was the only one that succeeded in breaking up First 
Year B's monopoly in the elocution contest. His clever rendition of 
"The Bald-headed Man" made him a close candidate for the medal. 
That this may not seem to be our only title to fame, allow me to 
mention that we made a very excellent showing in the basketball league 
and hope to repeat the good work in indoor. 
We are glad that Kotte has returned to our midst after his long 
illness. 
We wonder if Brother John knows how famous he is. Flanagan's 
authority in English class is always "Brother Jolin, of St. Xavier's." 
Our class room is very cold nowai:lay$. All we hear is, "Give him 
zero." 
11 
Rooters' Club. 
Much of the success of the basbtball 1season was due to the loyal 
support of the Rooters' Club. It was .the 'Organization of this dub that 
made it possible to bring to Cincinnati the s ·everal coltege 'teams that 
were on the schedule. The following were the fully paid'-UP members 
cJ.f . ~he clul}: 
·A. O!>riwa:y . 
]. Broering 
R. ·Gellenbeck 
"'N. ·Brockman 
. A. Bokenkotter 
J .. Cotllll"S 
C. Cook 
C. Bockenstette 
.· E. noeh 
.A~ :'Broering 
H. Bunker 
1 ohn Danahy . 
. · W. Bllit'fi . 
B. Broer.ing 
W. Burkard 
]. Clark 
C. Coghlan · 
F. Conlon 
R. Buzek 
L. Brink 
A Groh 
J.. :Bieri 
A. Depenbrock 
Senior • . · 
T. Gallagh-er J. J. Mal0ney 
}{. Creed A. Steinkamp 
Sophomore . 
. C. .Koo . J. McCarthy 
C. ·Kunz S. 'McDe'ri'tt · 
F. Verkamp E. W•es1·erfield 
· · Prealiman. 
R. Dolle ~. Moser 
J . . Ga:us·epohl J. 'McCarthy 
J. Hatdig A. Nietnan 
A. Lammeier B. Oenbrink 
'Fourth' Y'nr. 
Jos. Danahy 
E. Eckerle 
B. Haneb-erg 
J. Kiely 
V. t.atscha 
F. Morrison 
A. o~ConneH 
L. Oelkel' 
G. Maggini 
'E. Roelker 
TbhrdYear. 
J. Feldldunp W. !McCoy 
. B. Froehle A. Neyer 
W. Holscher G. Saffin 
]. Kunz G. Schmidt 
G. Lamott . K . .Schmitz · 
]. Lubrecht J. Schumacher 
Second Year A. 
E. O'Connor R. Qwnll}it 
W. Wolking 
S'econc! Year B. 
E. Macke 
]. Mc:Garn 
~ . . O'Meara . Poland . Trattie 
0. Roth 1. Roche 
'G. =Sonnemann 
]. Volk 
]. Whalen 
G. Snider 
D. Stuntebeck 
R. Thorburn 
]. Trentman 
J . Wade 
R.. Wuobolding 
C. Tn:me 
F. Heidach'er 
C. Heile 
A. ffoeneme:rer W. Malon>ey 
A. L'U&recht W. Winstel 
First Year B. 
W. Evesfage J. Finn ]. Thorburn 
B.' Wuelhrer 
First Year C. 
]. Flanagan W. Foley L. Von der Bdnk 
B. Grause 
R. Fcch 
ljig4 &r4nnl iasketball weam 
J. Homan J. Danahy, Mgr. 
H. Feirock, Capt. 
I. Hart I . Brinkman 
R. McCarthy 

Lumina. Predi'ctions are as a rul·e rather precarious ventures, and when 
·they fail of fulfilment generaUy retort •boom·erang-wise. But 
in th·e realization of a prophetic \Tisi'on there is ke-e.n satisfaction. About 
a year 'ago the then E~·ma-n •of the Athenaeum ventured a forecast, 
"de rebus fnturis" of Lumina, and Lumina has "ll\ade good." "A brig·ht 
new youngster ·has invaded our Sanctum," :he ;wrote; :she gives "promise 
of great things to come." We have th·e currCtl't number, for :April, at 
hand,-proof condusive of the truth of our ex-Ex-man's prognostica-
tion. "Ultra-Radicals in Cofitelnp~>rary Po'Ctry," by the editor is an able 
review, with appropriate condemnations of the Passing Show of New 
Verse. A strain of m'ode'sty, however, i's ap'paten\ in 'this art'ide and in 
the editorials, one 'CspedaUy, that leads us to believe that a.t least some 
members of the · Lumina staff under-estimate their own abilities. The 
author of "The Massacre of St, Bartholomew's" has given the facts con-
cisely and effectively. The verse ·is .good, very good. We give the palm 
to "On -a Birthday" aftd "'.f<0 tltoe Brook." In our opinion the former is 
a·s ,g'oO'd :a. J>iece ot colt~ verse :as we have read all yea:r, while the sec-
ond iis alll'0 fired b:t ~e Muse~s flame. We hardly agree with the editorial 
a~visit\g exdusion of ·d4irC'lf8'Sio"tt's on 'big ·q'llenion:s of t<he day from th'e 
college lead'er. Of cotl't'iie '.anything like ll<>'~a'tisl'l'l 'oi" ~'v'itriolic" a't'tatks 
is to b1e .avoided, bat we feel that !tire 'ceUege jo•rtral, to setve its full 
purpoS'e1 ought to ke'ep its 'ed-itorial comment abreast of the . times as .far 
as :i·s .possibl'e and a-s .far as is consistent with its ·scope. 
·~. The Micrometer is a very attractive liUle monthly ·pub-
1isha1 by the stttclents of the Ohio !.lechanics lnstit'ute, 
this cit::;. T'lre make-up and appearance o'f this petite publication are 
such as would reflect credit on any college organ. But the remarkable 
fact is that this artistic expon·ent of the Ki'f1g's Engliih is printed ·and 
bound · by the students in the Department of Printing at the Institute. 
Plenty of "pep" and snap run riot from cover to cover. Wit, humor and 
personals constitute practically the whole content. We fe'el that where 
so much originality is displayed there ought to be more essay and short-
story ,productions. We are ·looking forward w-ith interest to those prize 
'stories. THOMAS A. GALLAGHE.R, '1'1. 
~'OK REVIEW.. 
"After 'ifctilril;" by ·witHa'tn Ftedetick Feld, S. J., Loyo1a University 
Press, ·Chicllgo . ._W4th "Afte:r Honts"-'happy title- Father Feld has 
'grac'efully joi'ne'd 'that c'itcle of 'Catholic poets which relies for its charm 
not upon some bizarre combination either of verse or of thought but 
upon the force o'f beauty ·Simply and poeticatly garbed. Most of the 
poems g~rned in this little volume possess a . warm_th of color, an opti-
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mism of thought and a pleasant metrical flow which should endear them 
to every lover of real poetry. "The Brook" is a pretty pen-painting in 
miniature; words and metre combine to produce a musical, flowing ef-
fect. "True Love" expresses a thought to the correctness of which the 
works of such men as Francis Thompson bear witness. "The Assump-
tion" is a truly splendid paean of that glad event, yet, personally, we 
sense more strongly the simple appeal of "Mother Mine." "How Bill 
Forgave" has strong dramatic quality and affords an agreeable variety 
to the volume. Under the title "Ruth and Harold" the author presents 
to us, in a series of short poems, an ideal picture of true Christian family 
life in its various stages. Quite appropriately the volume concludes 
with several quaintly versified selections of gentle humor. "The Fatuous 
Fly" most strongly tickled the cockles of our heart. In conclusion we 
would compliment the ingenuity which prompted the felicitous arrange-
ment and grouping of the poems. JOSEPH WELPLY, ' 18. 
~i~~~~~ 
Do you ever think of our advertisers when you do business P 
Look them over and give them a trial. 
~~~~~~~ 
and Supplies of Every Description 
We develop, print and finish your films 
and plates. Our Finishing Department 
is the best in the city. 
First-class work furnished only. 
The house which not only carries the greatest stock 
of goods, but also makes it an exclusive business. 
We can supply any article at once. 
SIMPKINSON & MILLER, 433.435 Elm st. 
FRENCH;;=:: 
Persons desiring to study French as an accomplishment for professional or 
business purposes are invited to avail themselves of the opportunity of ac-
quiring the knowledge, as well as a pure pronunciation of this beautiful 
language in their home city. 
THE SCHOOL OF FRENCH DICTION 
S. W. Cor. Fourth and Sycamore Sta. (Alta B~lding) 
conducted by Miss Emma Clasgens-who has studied various methods of 
phonetics (for English-speaking people) with the best professors of Paris--
offers this opportunity. 
Miss Clasgens is now also teaching at the Ohio Co11ser:vatory 
of Music, Bodman Building. For particulars, 'phone Main 4450 . 
. 
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AVENUES 
Ill Ill 
Commercial and 
Savings Accounts 
Ill Iii 
Bonds Safe Deposit Boxes 
The 
Mountel Press 
(Incorporated) 
Printing 
Binding 
Publishing 
POWER BUILDING 
EIGHTH AND SYCAMORE STS. 
CINCINNATI 
Telephone Canal 1994 
The 
Bachmeyer 
Press 
Advertising Printing 
Stanley Bachmeyer 
Joseph Lutmer 
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS 
II 
II 
Ii 
Ii 
II 
Publishers and 
Importers of .•• Church Goods 
The Ratisbon edition of liturgical publications, the 
standard the world over. Designs and estimates for 
marble and wood Al~ars cheerfully furnished. See 
our line of sacred vessels. Catalogues on request. 
Our statuary after models by our own artists. 
Religious articles for the laity as well as Catholic 
publications always on hand. 
·Fr. Pustet & Co. 
lS2 BARCLAY ST. 436 MAIN ST. 
New York Cincinnati 
TELEPHONE MAIN 1281 
JAMES J. DOUD 
Plumbing and 
Gas Fitting 
313 E. FOURTH STREET 
ORTIZ BUILDING CINCINNATI, OHIO 
MENTION THE ATHENAEUM 
ALL THE MEATS SERVED 
AT THE LUNCH ROOM 
ARE FROM 
Bolte's Market 
WHY? 
BASEBALL 
Get lnlo tlae Game 
Plu _,.,ur beet ball all the time, 
ucltbatia-n>lewben;vou UH 
Spalding Equipment 
Beca ..... our 
Gloves, Mitb, Bats, Balls, 
and all the rat are u sood u 
IDllDcaDmalut. 
Ourc:ataloirue la ;vounfortheaa!Uns 
A.G.SPALDING &-BROS. 
119 E. 5th St., CINCINNATI 
Ed. A. McCarthy 
Carpenter 
and Builder 
Weather Stripping 
REAR 210 EAST EIGHTH ST. 
CINCINNATI 
Store Fixtures and Remodeling a 
Specialty 
Telephone Canal 4463 
PATRONIZE OUR 
~f )'S 
Chocolates 
CREST - - - $1.00 
DELECTO 80c 
LOWNEY'S - 60c 
A POUND 
Specialties at 5 and 10 cents too 
The Gao. Ast Candy Co. 
Wholesale Distributor1 
THE 
BURTON RANGE 
co. 
~'TCH£"' iu Rmou. ·ir.1.. 0~~,1~.LJ ill 11~~NG~· 
1"0 .. 
HOTELS. CLUBS. RESTAURANTS AND INSTITUTION~ 
S. E. Cor. Seventh and 
Sycamore Sta. 
Opposite St. Xavier College 
ADVERTISERS 
r 
I 
I 
I 
J. W.Vester 
l)rtscrlptlon 
Sptdallst ••• 
~ 
Fresh Supply of Antitoxine 
and Vaccine Virus 
at all Hours 
S. E. Cor. Fifth and Broadway 
Telephone Canal 1080 
JOHN J. 
GILI_JIGAN 
1Jf uuerul ilirertnr 
AND 
1Emhulmer 
' Office and Mortuary Chapel: 
315 EAST EIGHTH STREET 
Harry J. Gilligan '12 
Benziger's 
Magazine 
The Popular Catholic Family Monthly 
Subscription, .9.110 per year 
3 years, $11.00 
Novels, Short Stories, Special 
Articles, Numerous Departments, 
1,000 Illustrations a Year, Cur-
rent Even~s, etc. A Continuous 
Message of Good Cheer. 
343 MAIN STREET 
CINCINNATI 
GOLD-BELL PLAYER-PIANOS 
attain that degree of artistic perfec-
tion that makes the faithful reproduc-
tion of professional artists possible. 
Fill your home with the divine har-
monies of heaven. Nothing elevates 
quite so much as inspiring music. It's 
artistic education and a relief from 
the daily grind. 
Price, 4811.00 
GEO. P. GROSS 
1324 Main St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
MENTION THE ATHENAEUM 
Original Leininger Store 
OPPOSITE 
NEW COURT HOUSE 
JOS. L. LEININGER, Prop. 
Becker Bros. Co. 
CHOICE 
MEATS 
Ill 
203 WEST SIXTH STREET 
Young & Carl 
Tiff any tone 
Photos 
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS 
Phone Canal 2277 
We are exclusive selling agents for 
Johnston's llnilwauk~t <tbocolatts 
Makers of "The Appreciated Candy" 
THE ALFRED VOGELER DRUG CO. 
French-Bauer Ice Cream 
Celebrated for its 
Purity and Richness 
You know the high class cream sold at the College Lunch Room 
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS 
.. 
THE LEIBOLD-GOTT 
BUILDING CO. 
~ 
MAIN 1780 . 132 EAST FOURTH STREET 
The Apollo Chocolates 
"The Chocolates that are Different" 
AGENTS: 
THE QUEEN CITY CONFECTION CO. 
WHOLESALE CONFECTIONERS 
844 Main Street Telephone Canal 8 Cincinnati, Ohio 
JOS. 0. COAL 
STEINKAMP 
Heat-Comfort-Satisfaction 
Are the Essential Qualities 
in Good Coal 
& BRO. Our Celebrated 
YOUGHIOGHENY 
Architects 
Is Full of Heat, Contains Little Ash 
and Holds Fire Over Night 
Deliveries at your convenience 
We solicit your patronage 
The Queen Gity Coal Co • 
Private Branch Exchange: West 28ll0 
J. A. REILLY 
Treasurer and Manager 
PATRONIZE. OUR ADVERTI ·SERS 
~ 
.I 
.... THE .... 
Western and Southern 
Life Insurance 
Co01pany 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
W. J. WILLIAMS, Pres't 
Home Office Building 
Fourth and Broadway 
RATES LOW-EFFICIENT SERVICE-CLAIMS PAID PROMPTLY 
Assets . . . . . . . . $12,000,000 
Insurance in Force $105,000,000 
.. "'!"' 
. ., B. H. KROGER, Ptesident . , 
"" .. .. """"" ' . ... ,_, 
':LEO. J. V,AN1-LAHR, Vici:-Pres't· · J .. E . HODGE, ·Sec'y and Trea~.,. 
HARRY WEHMER, Asft Secretary and Treasurer 
;, J.ULIU,S A. REIF, , Ass 't Secretary and ·treasurer 
f . R. BILL, . - Ass't Secretary and Treasurer 
.. 
., . , ~ .• 
REPORT OF THE .CONDITION OF 
The Provident' Savings Bank &J{USt Cor 
.. . . -. . _,:;. " 
. At Cincinnati, in the .State of 6hio, at the -clos~ of business 
December ia1. 1918 · 
...... ' . 
·I 
RESOURCES 
.-
Loans on Real Estate ..... ...... ........... ~-. ..... $ 2,536,294.40 
Loans on Collateral . . ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,271,746.55 
Other Loa.ns and Discou,pts ........... '. . ...... . . . 1,118,l'.73.03 
Muni_cipal and Other Bo~ds and ··securities.... . . ... 3,343,829.ol' 
Overdrafts . .. .. ... v• • ....... : : .. .. ·•. • .. ~ .. .. . . .. • • 817.36 
Banking -House and Lot ... ....... . ... : .. '. . . . . . . . . 794,835.69 
Safe .and Vault...... .. ... .. ... . ....... ...... ..... 32,409.22 
Cash on Hand and Due from Bai1ks and Bankers. , 2;008:368.54 
·• 
', 
Total ................... ~ ..................... , .. .. $14,106,473.80 
. . 
~ 
'• 
LIABILITIES ~ 
Capita) Stock . Paid in . .. : . .. .. ..... . ....... .... .. '. $ 1,400,000.00 
Surplus Fun~'-. ............. '. ... ..... . . ........ . . . . : 1,000,000.00 
,,- "; '• 
Undivided- Profits . ." . .. . .. : ... ~ ................... 257,641.93 
· Premium 'on Bon'd'S ... ....... . . . ...... . ..... . ... : . 295,893.9"9 
Dividends Unpaid .' . ... ..... ....... . ...... . : . . . . . . 512.60 ,: 
Reserve for Taxes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000.00 
Reserve -foi: fot e'rest . .. . . . .. .. . .. .'·................ 35,000.00 
Deposits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,102,425.28 
,. 
. . . , ~ ... ( 
Total. . ...... .. ...... .... .. • . ........ .... . .......... $14,106,473 .. 80 ·:. , 
=================================·=~."::., ·'(°'"· 
· c ·oMPARATivE STATEMENT oF 1N'DivmuAL DEPOSITS, .1 :: .. ~,,.._. 
. .. ~l~f 
October, 1902 .. . ....... $ 924,012.40 November, 1908 .... .... $2,282,889.81 :;:_ .• 
November, lino . ....... 5,348,3115.51 September, 1914 ... . .... . 8,27(.i~.40 
September, ·1915 .. . ..... · 8,1147,970.57 September, 1918 . . . . . . . 10,3~7!449.Q 
December, 1916 ~ ...... . ..... . $11,102,425.28 
.. . 
